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ABSTRACT 

We live in an era where time is the most precious resource. Thus, dealing with the vast amount of data collected 

from different resources for various purposes requires creating systems that can process the data correctly to 

make it worthwhile. Using big data in machine-learning (ML) and artificial-intelligence (AI) models enhances 

the efficiency and robustness of such models. This work proposes a DDoS attack detection model using Apache-

spark to deal with the CIC-DDOS2019 dataset, a significant public dataset used to train this model. The model 

is trained to predict the type of DDoS attack among multiclass attacks: SYN, UDP and MSSQL. Two state-of-

the-art algorithms, Random Forest (RF) and eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), have been chosen as the 

base of our proposed model. These two algorithms inherit their robustness and efficiency from the ensemble 

nature of their architecture, where each is constructed of several decision trees with different parameters. To 

contribute to this work, a stacked ensemble model has been built using both RF and XGBoost to enhance the 

accuracy of the DDoS attack-detection task. It has been found that using such a combination guarantees the best 

results. The prolonged execution time that resulted from training such a large dataset, on the other hand, is 

another issue that should be handled. To tackle the speed problem, the Apache-spark platform has been used. 

Apache-spark divides the large dataset, distributes the divisions and trains them in parallel using the proposed 

model. Thus, it enhances the execution time while preserving the accuracy of training the same dataset without 

Apache-Spark. The proposed model has achieved a high accuracy of (99.94%) while reducing the execution time 

to almost half of the time when applied without Apache-spark. Using Apache-Spark increases the demand on 

RAMs; using Spark to build the proposed DDoS attack-detection model urged us to improve the hardware used 

to run the code on Spark. Other relevant research works focus on accuracy measures and need more suitable 

time analysis, which is crucial in DDoS attack-detection applications; some other models provide less accuracy 

than the accuracy provided in this study.  
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1. INTRODUCTION

The term big data emerged in 2011. Over the years, it has been massively used in industry, media, 

commerce and research [1]. Big data is being created rapidly, and different types of data are generated 

and used: tabular data, text, images, videos, and others. 

Machine learning (ML) is a science that is proposed to handle, analyze, and study data [2]. 

Classification, regression, and clustering are examples of ML tasks that are conducted on data. The 

bigger the data used to train such models, the better their yield. Nevertheless, feeding extensive (big) 

data into such models would increase the computation time needed. So, the state-of-the-art machine-

learning models are not adequate anymore to deal with big data [3], and thus, researchers are stuck in 

the dilemma of the compromise between accuracy and performance. 

Unique platforms, such as Apache-Spark, have been proposed in recent years to deal with big data in a 

way that preserves the accuracy as much as possible and, on the other hand, increases the model's 

performance [4]. Apache-Spark is a unified platform for large-scale data analytics, usually used with 

machine-learning models to distribute the data load on multiple machines running the same models. It 

is designed to enhance the scalability and computational speed needed for big data. The architecture of 

Apache-Spark is a hierarchical master/slave one, where a master node, running the cluster manager, is 

used to manage the distribution of data between the slave nodes, thus aggregating the results from 
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these nodes. Such data splitting may compromise the accuracy of models conducted on this platform. 

Thus, further enhancement of the ML models is required. 

An ensemble model is one proposed solution that enhances the results of several ML models working 

together, where the best of each is highlighted. Several methods are applied to merge the results of 

several ML models, such as averaging, voting, maximizing, and others. The literature review 

summarizes and discusses several papers that applied such models. Ensemble learning was mentioned 

in [5] as a powerful tool for intrusion-detection AI applications. 

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are critical network attacks that can harm the whole 

network system if applied by attackers. The authors of [6] have created a dataset named CIC-

DDoS2019 that resembles a real-time network flow during several DDoS attacks. Figure 1 illustrates 

the classifications of DDoS attacks tackled and studied in [5] using their generated dataset. DDoS 

attacks are widely studied and analyzed using different AI methods and scenarios. For example, the 

study in [7] has addressed the attacks in the context of IPv6 datasets and created a dataset containing 

the traffic information when a DDoS attack is applied on an IPv6 network. 

Figure 1. DDoS attack classifications [5]. 

The proposed work here investigates the effectiveness of ensemble DDoS attack-detection models by 

analyzing the accuracy, the F1-score and the training of XGBoost and RF models. The work then 

expands to using Apache-Spark to distribute the used dataset on different slaves to speed up the 

training process. The time reduction is then analyzed to detect how efficiently Apache-Spark can 

reduce the training time to build highly robust models. 

An ensemble of ensemble models is proposed using Apache-Spark. Using an ensemble of ensemble 

models is often referred to as a stacking ensemble, an ML technique where multiple ensemble models 

are combined to make predictions. The essential advantage of using such a model is improving the 

performance of ML algorithms. In addition, the diversity of base ensemble models contributes to the 

model's robustness, mitigating the risk of overfitting, particularly in scenarios where individual models 

may underperform on specific subsets of data. Moreover, using stacked ensemble models can enhance 

adaptability, as it allows for incorporating various models. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed model 

architecture. Building the proposed model using Apache-Spark enables the efficient handling of large 

datasets. In other words, the proposed model combines the strengths of RF and XGBoost with Spark's 

distributed processing capabilities. 

Figure 2. Proposed-model architecture. 
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The main contributions of this paper can be described in the following points: 

1) Using a stacked ensemble model to detect DDoS attacks with high accuracy. The stacked

ensemble model used is based on machine-learning algorithms (Random Forest and eXtreme

Gradient Boosting), which are also considered ensemble algorithms of their own.

2) Reducing the time needed in the classification process by utilizing Apache-Spark to distribute

the big dataset on several slaves to perform the targeted task.

3) The proposed model detects specific DDoS attacks, namely, DDoS-UDP, DDoS-MSSQL, and

DDoS-SYN.

4) Due to the short training time needed to build the proposed model, the model can be trained

and used to detect new or unknown attacks quickly compared to other approaches.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the relevant literature is surveyed and summarized in 

Section 2, and the research methodology is described in detail in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, the 

experiments that were conducted are discussed along with their results and evaluation. Finally, the last 

section presents a conclusion and avenues for future work. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature has extensively used machine-learning algorithms to perform classification and 

detection tasks in different research scopes. Random forest and XGBoost are standard algorithms that 

yield higher accuracy than others. This section concentrates on literature that uses either of these two 

algorithms separately or in ensemble models. The scope of the selected research has been concentrated 

on security, especially DDoS attack detection since it is the main scope of the current research. 

Public datasets that resemble DDoS attacks are available and used in literature. CIC_DoS and 

CIC_IDS are noticeably used as valid and big datasets with their versions 2017, 2018, and 2019. 

Authors of [19][24][28][33] have used the 2017 version, while authors of [8] have used the 2018 

version. As for the 2019 version, researchers in [13][28][30] used it along with other datasets. Other 

public datasets, such as the UNWS_np-15 [18] and NSL_KDD [24], have also been used as training 

datasets for DDoS attack detection. 

Machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) models have been used to train these datasets to tackle 

the problem of DDoS attack detection. Several ML algorithms, such as Naive Bayes (NB) 

[13][20][29], Decision Tree (DT) [8][13][16][19][20][29], Random Forest (RF) [8][13], [17]-[20], 

[24], [27]-[29], K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [13][19][28], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [13][17],  

Gradient Boosting (GB) [16][21], Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGB) [13]-[14], [18]-[19], among 

others, are extensively used in literature. Neural Networks (NN) [22][27][29] and Long Short-term 

Memory (LSTM) [30]-[31] are examples of DL models that were also used in literature. 

Some works have proposed ensemble models using various algorithms, either ML or DL [3][28]. 

Apache-Spark has been noticeably used in literature as an efficient way to split large datasets and 

apply parallel training [3], [20]-[22], [24]-[27], [29]. 

The following sub-sections will categorize literature according to the algorithms used for DDoS attack 

detection. So, the ones that focused on ML models are discussed in sub-section 2.1, those that used DL 

models in sub-section 2.2, and finally, those that used spark and/or ensemble models are described in 

sub-section 2.3. A final sub-subsection, 2.4, is added to address the research gap and limitations in 

previous literature. 

2.1 Literature That Used Machine-learning Algorithms 

Starting with the work proposed in [8], the ML models were trained with CIC-DDOS2018 and tested 

with CC-DDOS2018 to investigate how training the model with specific data and testing the model 

with another data version can affect the model's accuracy. The Decision Tree and the Random Forest 

model yielded testing accuracy results over 99.7%. Evaluating ML models with the CIC-DDOS 

datasets was presented in different works, such as [9]-[11]. Only some works focused on applying big-

data approaches for the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) models to speed up the training process so 

they can be used and re-trained easily during a crisis. On the other hand, the work in [12] emphasized 

the usefulness of using Apache-Spark with the CIC-DDOS datasets and showed how it can reduce the 

training time of different models. 
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XGBoost with DDoS attacks has been discussed in [14], but with software-defined networks; the work 

presented an adaptive bandwidth profile-based threshold for attack detection and packet drop ratio 

reduction. It also presented a trigger-based detection and classification method that efficiently uses the 

XGBoost algorithm for traffic classification into normal or abnormal. Meanwhile, in [13], the CIC-

DDoS 2019 dataset was evaluated using different machine-learning models: Naïve Bayes (NB), k-

Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest 

(RF) and Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost). The XGBoost achieved higher performance than the 

other used ML models, while the NB model achieved minimal performance. 

On the other hand, the XGBoost model was integrated with the adaptive bandwidth profile-based 

threshold [13] to detect attacks while minimizing the packet drop ratio. Hyperbolic functions, such as 

the fuzzy function and entropy, are used in the Euclidean distance-based multi-scale fuzzy entropy 

(EDM-Fuzzy) model in [15] to find the similarities between two vectors and handle the issues of the 

Heaviside function based on comparison between vectors. However, these models are not considered 

distributed systems. In contrast, the FEDFOREST [16] combines federated learning and Gradient 

Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT), an efficient framework for attack detection while achieving privacy. 

In [17], the authors proposed a hybrid machine-learning system consisting of two algorithms: Support 

Vector Classifier (SVC) and Random Forest. Their goal was to detect benign traffic from DDoS 

attacks. In their work, they built the model to enhance the classification output from SVC, with further 

training using Random Forest. When using SVC, some instances may not be precise enough that they 

belong to a specific class; they may reside on the line that separates these classes and thus, the 

probability of belonging to the classes is equal. Here comes the role of the Random Forest classifier to 

give more precise decisions about the questionable instances. The authors created their dataset within a 

Software-defined Network (SDN) by monitoring the flow of incoming and outgoing switches in the 

network and gathering statistical information about the flow and ports in a CSV file. They have 

generated a large dataset of about 100,000 records and 23 features. They have compared their results 

with those of other machine-learning models and theirs have outperformed the others with an accuracy 

of 98.8%. 

In [18], the authors also tackled the problem of DDoS attack classification. They have applied their 

experiments on the UNWS-np-15 dataset, with about 80,000 records and 45 features. Their proposed 

model used both the Random Forest classifier and the XGBoost classifier separately. The chosen 

classifiers yielded 89% and 90% accuracy, respectively. They have compared their results with those 

of other algorithms applied to different datasets. Their results have outperformed the ones working on 

the same dataset, UNWS-np-15. 

As for [19], the authors examined several machine-learning algorithms to detect DoS and DDoS 

attacks using the CIC-IDS-2017 dataset. Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), K-Nearest 

Neighbors (KNN) and XGBoost (XGB) have been selected for their experiments. They evaluated the 

four algorithms using precision and recall as the primary evaluation metrics and they found that all 

four algorithms yielded high Recall, over 99%, with slight differences between them. The maximum 

Recall was achieved by XGB (99.87%), while KNN had the minimum Recall (99.52%). XGB, on the 

other hand, yielded the worst precision of 97.6%, while RF achieved 99.76% precision. 

Enhancing the performance of the DDoS detection (normal and abnormal) system by reducing the 

misclassification error was the primary motivation for Alduailij et al. [28]. Two datasets were used in 

the proposed model (CICIDS2017 and CICDoS2019) for feature selection, mutual information and 

random forest feature importance. These features have been used in different machine-learning 

algorithms (Linear Regression LR, Random Forest RF, k-Nearest Neighbor KNN and Weighted 

Voting Ensemble WVE). It has been concluded that RF achieved the highest accuracy in all cases 

(when the number of the selected features was 19, 16, and 23). 

2.2 Literature That Used Deep-learning Algorithms 

A distributed learning environment deploying a neural network learning model was used [22]. The 

work distribution was achieved by using Spark. The specialty that [22] has gained is that the authors 

used their DDoS detection model to analyze the live traffic over the network and obtain the results, 

where they gained an accuracy result of 94%. 
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Deep-learning algorithms are also used in literature for DDoS attack detection. The authors of [30] 

have used a hybrid system of both BI-LSTM (Bi-directional) and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to 

detect DDoS attacks using two datasets, CIC-IDS2017 and CIC-DDoS2019. Their experiments 

yielded up to a 94% accuracy score. As for [31], the authors have also used BI-LSTM and CNN to 

conform to a hybrid system of two deep-learning algorithms. They applied training and testing using 

the CIC-DDoS2019 dataset and yielded an accuracy of up to 94.52%.  

2.3 Literature That Used Apache-Spark and Ensemble Models 

In [20], the authors proposed a distributed system that takes advantage of the distribution to overcome 

the latency of multiple classification models. The time factor is an essential measure reflecting the 

strength of DDoS detection systems; the later the attack is discovered, the worse the consequences are. 

The classification models are Random Forest, Naive Bayes and Decision Tree. Spark was used to run 

the three models in parallel to fasten the flow packet classification process with the aim of DDoS 

attack detection. In contrast, fuzzy-logic rules were used to direct the packets to an algorithm based on 

traffic. 

In the context of DDoS attacks, the Gradient boosting algorithm performance was taken to a new level 

[21] by parallelizing the gradient boosting algorithm, which was applied to classify packets based on 

potential DDoS attack threats carried with them. At the same time, the gradient boosting algorithm 

was supposed to build the machine-learning model out of multiple smaller decision trees and pass the 

packets through the tree branches to perform the classification process. Spark was used to accomplish 

the task in parallel, aiming to speed up the operation. The gradient boosting algorithm has enhanced 

the performance of the classification model. At the same time, Spark has distributed the operation over 

three slave machines and one master-machine architecture to enhance the time factor. 

An unsupervised machine-learning algorithm was developed by [23] to create an analysis system to 

detect possible DDoS attacks over a vast amount of traffic. Through the analysis of 14 PCAP files 

recording the traffic on a network under a DDoS attack, the study aimed to reduce the required time to 

train and run the model for detection. 

In [3], the authors compared the performance of two ensemble-learning models in the Spark 

environment. Through the study, they used the CIDDS dataset, which is used to train machine-learning 

models of intrusion-detection systems. The two models that were compared are the logistic regression-

based blending ensemble and SVM-based blending ensemble and the study concluded that the latter 

outperformed logistic regression in terms of accuracy by 5%. The SVM-based blending ensemble 

model accuracy was recorded at 95%. 

Distributed machine learning was used in [24] to detect the presence of concept drift in network traffic 

and detect network-based attacks. Spark archived the distribution. The study uses K-means clustering 

for detecting drift happening to the network traffic. Random Forest and Linear Regression models 

were used for intrusion detection. The datasets used in the study are the NSL-KDD dataset, the 

CIDDS-2017 dataset, and the generated Testbed dataset. 

A real-time detection of DDoS attacks using machine-learning classifiers on a distributed-processing 

platform was proposed in [25]. The authors generated a traffic-simulating DDoS attack and fed the 

data features into different classifiers distributed over multiple Spark slave machines. 

Online distributed denial-of-service attack detection using Spark streaming was studied in [26] and 

[27]. In the latter, the authors applied two machine-learning models, RF and MLP, for training and 

testing. Both models were applied with and without big-data approaches. Apache-Spark was deployed 

for the big-data approach. 

Patil et al. [29] proposed a real-time network flow classification using a novel Spark streaming and 

Kafka-based classification system. The proposed model successfully classified the network flow into 

seven categories (Normal, DDoS-DNS, DDoS-LDAP, DDoS-MSSQL, DDoS-UDP, DDoS-SYN and 

DDoS-NetBIOS). 

The CICDDoS dataset was used in training the model using four different machine-learning 

algorithms (RF, MLP, DT and NB), with RF being the best method in classifying the network flow 

with an accuracy of 89%. Table 1 displays a summary of most related literature reviewed. 
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Table 1. Literature-review summary. 

Ref.# Model Advantages Limitations 

Manickam et 
al., 2022 [6] 

Decision Tree, KNN, 
SVM, Naïve Bayes and 
CNN. 

The evaluation of DDoS attack 
detection in the context of IPV6 
networks. 

The accuracy was not within 
satisfying levels. 

De Araujo 
et al., 
2021[12] 

XGBoost. Presented an efficient feature-
selection method with the XGBoost 
model when used for DDoS attack 
detection applications. 

Multi-class classifier accuracy 
was low. 

Alamri et al., 
2021 [14] 

Several traditional   
machine-learning 
models: XGBoost, NB, 
k-NN, SVM, DT and 
RF. 

Utilizing different types of machine-
learning techniques to evaluate the 
performance of DDOS detection. 

The authors did not consider 
the ensemble, distributed 
system. Training overhead 
time was mentioned. 

Alamri et al., 
2020 [13] 

Bandwidth-control 
mechanism and 
XGBoost model. 

High accuracy. Using a bandwidth-control 
mechanism reduces the 
accuracy of the multi-
classification task using 
XGBoost compared with 
previous works. Furthermore, 
the distributed system was not 
considered. 

Zhou et al., 
2021 [15] 

Euclidean Distance-
based Multi-scale Fuzzy 
Entropy (EDM-Fuzzy). 

Achieved training stability by 
handling the traditional distance-
computation issues, such as 
bouncing between 0 and 1 produced 
by the Heaviside function. 

The authors did not use 
distributed systems and self-
learning classifiers, such as 
deep learning to train the 
large dataset. 

Dong et al., 
2022 [16] 

Federated Learning   
and Gradient Boosting 
Decision Tree. 

Achieved data privacy and utilized a 
distributed system. 

It is sensitive to  hyper-
parameter tuning. 

Ahuja et al., 
2021 [17] 

Hybrid system 
consisting of SVC and 
RF. 

Created their dataset or about 
100,000 records and 23 features. 
They have enhanced the results of 
SVC by using RF as a first decision 
layer. 

The authors have   only tested 
their dataset over binary 
classes to detect benign 
traffic. 

Mohmand et 
al., 2022 [18] 

RF and XGBoost. Used UNWS-np-15 Dataset with 
80,000 records and 45 features. 

Although    the    results 
have outperformed those of 
others who used the same 
datasets, but the percentage of 
90% is still low compared 
with other research in the 
same scope. 

Zewdie and 
Girma, 2022 
[19] 

DT, RF, KNN and 
XG-Boost. 

Used CIC-IDS-2017 dataset, each 
algorithm has yielded a high Recall 
score separately. 

Some algorithms    have 
yielded better Recall than 
others; thus, merging them 
into an ensemble model could 
yield higher scores. 

Alsirhani et 
al., 2018 [20] 

RF, NB and DT. Using Spark to run the three models 
in parallel, a fast classification 
process, using Fuzzy logic to decide 
the best algorithm to be used. 

There is a trade-off between 
accuracy and speed, which 
lowers the accuracy of the 
models. 

Alsirhani et 
al., 2018 [21] 

Gradient Boosting 
Algorithm GBT. 

Using Spark to enhance the 
performance of the model, two 
datasets are used for experiments. 

Datasets used contains 
only two classes. 

Hsieh and 
Chan, 2016 
[22] 

Neural Network. Analysis of live traffic over the 
network using Spark. 

Accuracy is comparatively 
low to other research 49% 

Jain and Kaur, 
2021 [24] 

RF, LR and SVM. Two datasets are used to 
generate Testbed dataset. 

97% accuracy for the 
ensemble model. 

Alduailij et 
al., 2022 [28] 

Several machine-
learning algorithms: LR, 
RF, WVE and KNN. 

High accuracy with a minimum 
number of features. 

Using the proposed model 
as a detection model (normal 
and abnormal) rather than 
classification. 

Patil et al., 
2022 [29] 

Using four different 
machine-learning 
algorithms (RF, MLP, 
DT and NB). 

Provided a real-time net-workflow 
classification using a novel Spark 
streaming and Kafka-based 
classification system. 

Low accuracy (89%) when 
comparing it to the literature. 

Chartuni et 
al., 2021[32] 

Multi-class CNN 
classifier composed of 
seven layers. 

Multi-class classifier with high 
accuracy. 

The model was not evaluated 
with a computer network the 
flow of which was not 
previously seen by the model. 
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In [33], the authors investigated DDoS attack detection in the context of Internet of Things (IoT). The 

work uses an ensemble model of different ML models to enhance the detectability of the attacks.  

In the work presented in [34], the authors highlighted the importance of using deep-learning models in 

IDSs and suggested using Apache-Kafka stream and distributing the data on multiple workstations. 

The work analysis is conducted on online streamed data. It shows that the proposed technique 

surpasses the baseline strategies by 11% in the F1-measure when the number of workers is two and by 

25% when the number of workers is equal to 32. 

In their research paper, the authors of [35] developed a new model named Stacked Convolutional 

Neural Network and Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (SCNN-Bi-LSTM) for the purpose of 

intrusion detection in wireless sensor networks. The work utilizes Spark to distribute the workload 

among multiple nodes. The model was able to achieve an impressive classification accuracy of 99.9%. 

However, the paper does not delve into the details of how the use of Spark has improved the model's 

accuracy or the time required for the work. 

2.4 Research Gaps and Limitations 

The previously discussed literature that focused on creating IDSs against DDoS attacks did consider 

time. Many works presented binary IDS models rather than multi-class models. Additionally, the 

multi-class classification models achieved lower accuracy than the accuracy achieved in this work. 

Hence, in this work, we focus on building an ensemble model of two ensemble models, the Random 

Forest and the XGBoost, to prepare an intrusion-detection system that can efficiently operate with big 

datasets in a reasonable amount of time. No feature selection was used on the datasets, since there is 

no need for further pre-processing techniques as long as the proposed model accuracy is already 

sufficiently high. Compared to other works, this work can be considered a simple approach to building 

an efficient ensemble multi-class DDoS attack-detection model, which requires simple pre-processing 

steps and provides the classification results in an easily understandable form. The presented model can 

easily be used with similar datasets concerning the multi-class classification in the context of DDoS 

attacks. The methodology followed in this work is discussed in the next section. 

Most of the mentioned works focus on analyzing the accuracy results or the false-positive measures of 

the proposed DDoS attack-detection models while the required time was not analyzed or mentioned. In 

this work we believe that decreasing the time required for detecting such attacks is very critical, since 

these attacks are based on paralyzing network systems by establishing unnecessary communications 

with the systems. Hence, detecting these attacks early makes them much less harmful. The accuracy is 

critical, yes, but with a very large dataset such as CIC-DDoS2019, building an accurate detection 

system is not as challenging as decreasing the detection time. 

3. METHODOLOGY

This section discusses the methodology used to build the proposed model. It starts from the dataset 

selection, goes through its pre-processing and ends with implementing the proposed model using 

Apache-Spark. This paper proposes an ensemble model of random forest and XGB regressor for 

multiclass classification using Apache-Spark. 

As mentioned before, the main reason for choosing such algorithms is to build a stacked ensemble 

model, which is an ensemble model built using ensemble-based models, such as random forest and 

XGB regressor.  

Spark typically results in enhanced performance, scalability and the ability to handle larger datasets 

efficiently. Its impact on the model's development and deployment can be significant, providing a 

competitive edge in handling big data and complex analytics tasks. Spark's ability to distribute data 

processing across a cluster of machines is crucial for handling large datasets. Its in-memory processing 

capability accelerates computations. Spark was also used due to its adept at stream processing via 

Spark streaming, enabling real-time analytics on data streams. Furthermore, Spark supports various 

programming languages (like Scala, Java and Python), making it accessible and convenient. Figure 2 

shows the proposed stacked ensemble model used on the CIC-DDOS2019 dataset.  

It can be noticed that after selecting that data, it will be passed to two ensemble models; namely, 
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random forest and XGB regressor. Afterwards, the resulting predictions from both models will be 

passed to a voting mechanism, which in turn produces the final result. The steps below summarize the 

basic steps of building the proposed model.  

1. Read the dataset into a DataFrame df_pyspark.

2. Pre-process the dataset.

3. Split data into training and testing subsets using the specified train_test_split ratio.

4. Train a Random Forest classifier model on the training subset.

5. Train the XGB regressor classifier model on the training subset.

6. Evaluate the Random Forest classifier model on the testing subset.

7. Evaluate the XGB regressor classifier model on the testing subset.

8. Combine predictions from both models to form the ensemble prediction.

9. Evaluate the final result using the evaluation metrics.

3.1 Dataset Selection 

The Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack uses malicious traffic to exhaust the target networks, 

where the CIC-DDoS2019 dataset is the latest released version of the DDoS datasets. Each record 

consists of features indicating the traffic status, whether it is an attack or not. The CIC-DDoS2019 

collects many malicious and normal traffic cases collected in two days. In 2019, the Canadian Institute 

for Cybersecurity (CIC) at the University of New Brunswick created this dataset. The dataset was 

created to have a more professionally engineered and diversified set of DDoS detection attacks. These 

attacks are used to evaluate the proposed ensemble model. In the SYN attack, the attackers aim to send 

a large number of SYN (synchronization) requests; TCP packets are used to connect to a server to 

overwhelm it with an open connection or a half-open connection, which aims to overwhelm the 

targeted server with fake connections. On the other hand, the UDP attack overwhelms random ports on 

the targeted host with IP packets containing UDP datagrams, making the targeted server unable to 

process the flood of arriving packets and serve legitimate users. MSSQL is a web-application attack 

that uses a bad application design that does not sanitize inputs, exposing application vulnerabilities. 

The dataset is one of the most comprehensive and used datasets in the scope of building DDoS attack-

detection models. The main limitation in this dataset is the existence of NaN and infinity values among 

many tuples. This problem was solved in this work by replacing these values with zeros. The other 

limitation is its big size, which means that building an IDS system using the dataset will require a long 

time. This limitation is solved by using Spark to reduce the training and testing times of the proposed 

IDS system. 

The dataset has been organized in several CSV files that consist of millions of records that present 

different types of attacks. As shown in Figure 3, two files have been selected: Syn-file and UDP-file, 

which consist of about eight million records, considered significant for the proposed model. The files 

for these attacks were chosen to be analyzed through this study, because the study focuses on multi-

class-classification problems when massive datasets are used. These attacks have around eight million 

records and they are famous, repeatedly discussed in the literature and can cause serious harm to the 

attacked systems.  

Figure 3. The data-selection method. 
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This dataset is chosen for this research, because it is one of the most recent and essential datasets in 

the IDS field. It is widely used in other studies; hence, the comparison can be valid. Moreover, since 

the research focuses on using IDS with large datasets, this dataset is a convenient choice.  

3.2 Random Forest 

The first supervised machine-learning technique used in the proposed ensemble model is the random 

forest (RF). The RF is a robust machine-learning model that reduces overfitting and performs 

efficiently on large datasets. The RF randomly divides the dataset's features into sub-sets of features, 

where each sub-set is trained using the decision-tree model separately and independently of other sub-

trees. In the training process, each dataset sample is trained in a particular sub-tree, while in the 

testing, the entire test data is trained in each sub-tree. The final result is aggregated by producing an 

average of these results. The decision-tree model consists of nodes and branches. At each node, 

evaluate the sub-set of features to generate and divide the observations into other nodes in the training 

set or to flow to a specific path when making a prediction. 

3.3 eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) 

The second robust algorithm that handles the bias-variance trade-offs and provides a parallel tree 

boosting for classification is the XGBoost model. Like the RF algorithm, the XGBoost model uses 

gradient boosting, providing adaptation and generalization. It is considered an ensemble of multiple 

learners, such as decision trees, where the final decision is an ensemble of the subtrees' outputs. 

Consequently, the XGBoost prevents poor performance. XGBoost uses the gradient descent algorithm 

to optimize the model by updating weight and reducing cost value and the discrepancy between the 

expected and actual values. The mean squared error (MSE) cost function is used as an evaluation 

metric for classification tasks. 

In the next section, the experiments are discussed by starting with the data pre-processing phase, then 

concluding the results of experiments with and without Spark, along with an evaluation and discussion 

of these results. 

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

4.1 Data Pre-processing and Experiment Setup 

Data pre-processing is crucial in the data analysis and machine-learning pipeline. It contributes to data 

quality, integrity and suitability for modeling, leading to more accurate and reliable results. 

As aforementioned, the CSV files selected from the CIC-DDoS2019 dataset for evaluation in the 

proposed model were UDP.csv and SYN.csv. The UDP file consists of three classes: UDP attack, 

MSSQL attack and benign. At the same time, the SYN file consists of two classes: SYN attack and 

benign. These two files are under exploitation attacks, as shown in Figure 1. Table 2 represents the 

number of samples for each class before and after the pre-processing phase. The data pre-possessing 

consists of the following steps: 

1) Eliminating duplicate records using drop_doplicate function provided by Python, where the

number of samples for SYN and Benign classes is reduced from 4,284,751 to 3,806,356 and

from 35,790 to 31,386, respectively, as shown in Table 2. However, there were no duplicate

records for UDP and MSSQL. This step is essential, as it helps maintain data quality and

consistency. Duplicate records can skew analysis results, leading to biased models or

overfitting problems.

2) Eliminating attributes with summation and variances of zero can lead to more efficient,

generalizable models and it is a common data pre-processing step. These attributes are: Bwd

Packet Length Std, Bwd PSH Flags, Fwd URG Flags, Bwd URG Flags, FIN Flag Count, PSH

Flag Count, ECE Flag Count, Fwd Avg Bytes/Bulk, Fwd Avg Packets/Bulk, Fwd Avg Bulk

Rate, Bwd Avg Bytes/Bulk, Bwd Avg Packets/Bulk, Bwd Avg Bulk Rate and Similar HTTP.

This step reduces the number of features from 88 to 74.

3) Replacing infinity and null values with zeros using replace(nan, 0) function provided by

numpy module in Python.
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4) Encoding categories including source IP, flow ID, destination IP and timestamp using

LabelEncoder function provided by sklearn module in Python. This step is crucial, since many

machine-learning algorithms work with numerical data; so, categorical variables must be

encoded into a suitable numerical format.

Table 2. The number of records for each class. 

Class Samples count before pre-possessing Samples count after pre-possessing 

UDP attack 3754680 3754680 

MSSQL attack 24392 24392 

SYN attack 4284751 3806356 

Benign (no attack) 38924 34520 

The dataset was split randomly into 80% for training and 20% for testing. Consequently, the number 

of records in training and testing sets are 6095958 and 1523990, respectively. Furthermore, the default 

parameters of the Random Forest and XGBoost models were determined as follows: The number of 

sub-trees of both models is 100 and the weak learner in the XGBoost is the decision trees. Table 3 and 

Table 4 show the hyper-parameters of RF and XGBoost used to train the model. 

Table 3. Random forest hyper-parameters. 

Table 4. XGBoost hyper-parameter. 

4.2 Performance Metrics 

To evaluate the proposed model, four metrics were utilized: accuracy, precision, recall and time. The 

assessment was conducted both with and without the Spark platform. Accuracy indicates the 

percentage of correctly classified instances out of the total number of cases evaluated, as per Equation 

1, while time denotes the training time in minutes. Meanwhile, the ensemble model employing 

Apache-Spark was evaluated through a classification report that includes precision, recall and F1-

Score. The formula for calculating the measures are presented in Equations 1-3.  

Accuracy = TP+TN/(TP+TN+FP+FN)              (1) 

Precision = TP/(TP+FP)    (2) 

Recall = Precision.Recall/Precision+Recall             (3) 

TN stands for True Negative, FP for False Positive, TP for True Positive and FN for False Negative. 

These measures were utilized due to data imbalance, with F1-Score being commonly used to evaluate 

IDSs, as it combines precision and recall and provides valuable insights into the study outcomes. 

The value of each measurement ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating a more robust model 

that is better suited for detecting possible intrusions. Time measures were utilized to compare the 

performance of the proposed model with and without Spark, highlighting the value added by Spark 

usage. With Spark, the required times for building and training the model, as well as for running the 

detection model, are significantly reduced. 

RF hyper-parameter Value 

Number of trees. 100 

Function to measure the quality of a split. gini 

The minimum number of samples required to split an internal node. 2 

The minimum number of samples required to be at a leaf node. 1 

XGboost hyper-parameter Value 

Number of boosting rounds. 100 

Loss function Squared error 

Boosting model (weak learner) Decision trees (gbtree) 

The feature-importance type Information gain 

Maximum depth 6 
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4.3 Experiments and Results 

Two experiments have been conducted. Apache-Spark's distributed computing capabilities make it a 

valuable tool for handling large datasets. Its scalability, in-memory processing and distributed model 

enable it to process vast amounts of data efficiently. However, one of its potential limitations is the 

resource requirements. As a result, both experiments have been implemented on Colab Pro with (25 

GB) RAM; the first experiment was done without Apache-Spark by applying the RF and XGBoost 

ensemble model.  

The same model with the same environment has been applied again but with the use of Apache-Spark 

using the PySpark library, considered an open-source interface for Apache-Spark. It allows SQL-like 

analysis on large amounts of structured or semi-structured data. Figure 4 and Table 5 illustrate the 

training time needed to conduct Random Forest and XGBoost separately, once under the Apache-Spark 

environment and the other without using it. 

Figure 4. The training time required to train random forest and XGBoost models with/without Spark. 

Table 5. The training time using the CIC-DDOS 2019 dataset. 

Model Training time without Spark in minutes Training time with Spark in minutes 

Random forest 32 14 

XGB regressor 87 46 

Table 6 illustrates the accuracies from conducting Random Forest, XGBoost and the proposed 

ensemble model, either with Spark or without it. It can be noticed how the results are close in both 

cases. As for Figure 5, the Recall, precision and F1-score measures are compared for classes SYN, 

MSSQL, UDP and Normal when conducting the proposed ensemble model. 

Table 6. The accuracy using the CIC-DDOS 2019 dataset. 

Model Accuracy without Spark (%) Accuracy with Spark (%) 

Random forest 99.9995 99.9155 

XGB regressor 99.9762 99.9942 

Ensemble 99.94 99.9419 

Figure 5. The performance of the proposed ensemble model for each class. 
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Table 7 conducts a comparison between selected proposed models in the literature. The comparison 

has been conducted regarding accuracy, F1-score, number of classes predicted and whether Spark is 

used or not. In reference [29], the F1-measure was calculated by averaging the F1-scores for the seven 

classes mentioned in that work. 

Table 7. Comparison between the proposed model and literature. 

Model Accuracy (%) F1-score No. of classes Spark 

Extreme Gradient Boosting 
(XGBoost) [12] 

99.7 99.79 two classes - 

XGBoost [13] 99.7 100 two classes - 

XGBoost [13] 91.26 92 multi-class - 

FEDFOREST (L+L) [16] 67.03 94.60 two classes - 

Random forest [28] 99.99 - two classes - 

Parallel NB, DT and RF [20] 61.4, 97.9 and 97.3 51.3, 97.9 and 9.73 two classes ✓ 

Random forest [29] 89 89 seven classes ✓ 

CNN [32] 94.21 94.12 seven classes - 

Proposed (ensemble -RF and 

XGBoost-) 

99.94 97.5 four classes ✓ 

The code that we have written and used throughout this study is publicly available in [36]. 

4.4 Discussion 

The accuracy of the proposed model has been one of many concerns during the extraction of 

experiment results. The training time has been considered one vital criterion to concentrate on to prove 

our work's high performance and validity. 

Table 3 and Figure 4 show that the time needed to train either a Random Forest or an XGBoost model 

has been reduced to about a half when using Spark. The required time to train Random Forest and 

XGBoost using Spark is reduced by 18 and 41 minutes, respectively. This time reduction makes the 

model more efficient, since detecting DDoS attacks is usually deployed in sensitive applications where 

time matters. Expanding the required time to train and use the model makes it less reliable and less 

usable in such applications.  

From Table 4, it can be noted that the proposed ensemble model achieved a high accuracy regardless 

of whether or not Spark was used. Table 4 proves that even splitting the dataset in a way that Spark 

can use did not affect the accuracy of the proposed model. Thus, the model's performance has been 

enhanced while preserving its accuracy. 

Figure 5 illustrates that both RF and XGBoost, working as a stacked ensemble model, can successfully 

distinguish the SYN, UDP, MSQL and benign. However, Recall and F1-score have been slightly 

reduced when using Spark in MSSQL attack. This is because of the number of its samples, which is 

considered small compared with the rest of the classes, as represented in Table 2. Thus, splitting and 

training small samples may yield less F1-score for such classes. 

The proposed model achieves the best accuracy when compared with other models in the literature. 

Table 5 shows that the proposed model exceeds the existing models in terms of accuracy when the 

model is trained in more than two classes. It also outperformed the accuracy of models that classified 

only two classes, considering that binary classification is usually more accessible than multi-class 

classification.  

Overall, the combination of stacked ensemble models under the Apache-Spark environment 

outperformed other models described in the literature. 

5. CONCLUSION

This work proposed a distributed ML model for DDoS attack detection using Apache-Spark. 

Ensemble learning was used to build a robust and efficient IDS. The system can detect three DDoS 

attacks: UDP, MSSQL and SYN. The model comprises two trusted ML models: Random Forest and 
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XGB regressor. Hence, it can be considered a stacked ensemble model. Apache-Spark was used to 

train data distribution in parallel using the proposed model. Data distribution using Spark has 

enhanced the required time to train the model, as the time was reduced to around a half. At the same 

time, the accuracy was preserved at a level of over 99%. The required training time for the XGBoost 

regression model was reduced from 87 minutes to 46 minutes when Spark was used. The required 

training time for the Random Forest model was reduced from 32 to 14 minutes when Spark was used. 

The time reduction comes at the cost of increasing the used RAMs, which is considered the main 

limitation of the proposed approach in this work. This limitation can be avoided by using computers 

with large RAM capacity. 

The presented methodology can be considered an efficient IDS approach that can be used with DDoS 

attacks, such as the attacks the data of which is recorded in the CIC-DDOS2019 dataset. The presented 

distributed model is also robust and fast. Hence, it can be used when online intrusion-detection models 

are not affordable, complicated or down. Using an ensemble IDS of XGBoost and Random Forest with 

Apache-Spark has proved to be an easily built and trained model. The approach guarantees short 

training time and robustness against failure; when one distributed node in the Apache-Spark platform 

is down, the other nodes are available and a replacement node can take over the failed one. 

In the future, more ML models will be added to the distributed ensemble model for the DDoS IDS by 

editing the used code and adding more slaves (nodes) to the ensemble model. Furthermore, the work 

will be expanded to detect other intrusions by training the model with datasets related to other attacks. 
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 ملخص البحث:

ش اااا شا، ااااّ شا، ي اااا ش اشامّ اااائلش،اااا ا شٍاااا ّ شا، فّي اااا   ع  ش اف اااادشٍّصاااالشا، فاااااشا،عاااا ي ااااوق ّ في إننّاااايشنفااااصْشٍااااَش

ش  اااااااشا، صيناااااايعشا، ااااااَشتافعّاااااا ش اااااااش فااااااياعش ة   اااااا شمّااااااوا ش ة   اااااا ش    اّااااا شإ فااااااياش ن عاااااا ق

شااااااااااص ش فف  اااااااايش اعش فناااااااائلش إّ شا اااااااا ةدا شا، صيناااااااايعش  ع ن اااااااايش في،فاااااااا شا، صيناااااااايعشنىاااااااا  ق

اااااااشٍفي،صاااااا شت اااااا شا،ضّااااااةع  شٍااااااَشنعااااااي  شتف اّااااا شاا،اااااا ش ا،اااااا نّيفشالااااااا نيَّش اااااااش اااااا نلش  ش ااّ  

شا،نعّي  ش   ين  يل

اااااااا شا، فعاااااااايعشا،ع ّ ّاااااااا شا،ع ف قّاااااااا شنااااااااوٍ شا،ةد اااااااا ش قش، ىي تق ااااااااووشقاااااااا  شا، عفاااااااا شنع  عااااااااي

(DDoSشني ااااااا ةدا ش فع ّااااااا شنصينااااااايعشّيّ ااااااا ش فو ٍااااااا ش، ااااااادع  شا،نعّااااااا   لش  ااااااا ّ شتااااااادع  ش)

 فاّاااا شنااااا نشا، فعااااا ش اااااشناااااصاش نااااا انش  فاااااداّ ش ااااااشا، فعااااايعش  ااااا ةد  يشا،نعّاااا   شناصاااااتش اع نااااالشت

ا،عة وفاااااااا  لش تا ااااااااا ةد شاين اااااااااي ش ااااااااااشا،ة اع  صااااااااايعشا،ااااااااا اعا شٍاااااااااَش انصااااااااايعشا،ع  ااااااااا نش

شا،نعّااااااا   شا،عق اااااااوولش ت ااااااا عدشّقيتاااااااي شا،ة اع  ص اااااااي شٍفي،ص  عااااااايش   ين  عااااااايش ن اااااااا  عيش  ااااااايم 

ش ن عااااا فااااا ش، ونص  عاااااي ش صاااااتشت  ااااا  شنااااا   ش ااااااش ااااافواعشا،ق اااااواعش ااااااشا،  صفااااا شا،عفعه يش ااااااشّاااااداق

(decision treesاااااااا ش ني اااااااا ةدا ش(شنع غصااااااااواعش ة   اااااااا لش فاااااااادشعااااااااو شنناااااااايفشن ااااااااي ش فعه

ااااا شا، فعااااايع ش اتضّااااا ش ّ شا ااااا ةدا شت ااااا شا، ونص ااااا ش ا،ةااااا اع  ص صاش ااااااش عااااا شتا اااااصاشافاّاااا شنىي

ف ش ف َش ٍض شا،ن ي جل شا،عفعه

ش  ااااااو   ّ اااااا شّ اااااائشتاااااادع  شا،نعّاااااا   شني اااااا ةدا شش اااااااشني صاااااا ق ٍاااااا ّ شناااااا يش  اااااااشا، نّ صاااااا شا،ع وت

 افااااادشّ  ااااا ، قش  اااااو شلشنااااادشّ ااااااش  ااااا قيشنفاااااصاشالّ  ااااايعلش ،  اااااو  شش فع ّااااا شنصينااااايعش اااااةع 

(شا،ّ ااااااَش اااااااا شا اااااا ةدا  يشApache-Sparkّعاااااا شا،نعّاااااا    شٍقاااااادشتااااااّ شا اااااا ةدا ش"ا،ىّااااااواع "ش)

افشناااااي، ّ ا   شام اااااوشا،اّاااا  ش ق اّاااا ش  ااااااشإ،ااااائشتفج ااااا ش فع ّااااا شا، صينااااايعش  في،فااااا شت ااااا شامعاااااج

شا، نّ ص ش  شا،عايٍ  شّ ئشافّ شنىي شا، فعيعل

% ش ف اّااااا شا اااااا ةدا شا،ىّااااااواع ش  اااااااش94ل99،قاااااادش قاااااالشا،نعّاااااا   شا،عق ااااااووشافاّااااا قش ااااااا اشإ،اااااائش

ش ا، نّ صااااا شإ،ااااائش ااااايش قاااااوعش ااااااشا،نفّااااا ش قيعنااااا شنفاااااد شا ااااا ةدا شا،ىّاااااواع لش ني،عقيعنااااا ش ااااا شّاااااداق

ااااا شا، فعااااايع ا،ااااا اعا شٍاااااَش انصااااايعشا،ع  ااااا ن شت اااااصاّش ّ شت ااااا شا،نعّاااااي  ش ققاّاااااشش ااااااشنعاااااي  شنىي

ش فّ ش اشا،نعّ   شا،عق ووشٍَشق  شا،دعّا  لش شافّ شنى ق
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